
Advantages of Counterbalanced Walkie Stacker 

 

Walkie Stacker  

 

The counterbalanced walkie stacker is an electrically driven, high-lifting machine with a sturdy frame 

and lifting mast. There are two types of walkie stackers: manual and electric. Walkie stackers can be 

used to transport and lift pallets in places where forklifts are not required, such as small warehouses, 

storerooms, and specialized warehousing parts. Walkie stackers are meant to be used for transporting 

materials within a warehouse or indoors only because of their small wheels and power rating. 

 

Advantages of Counterbalanced Walkie Stacker 

i.              The counterbalanced walkie stackers have a low initial cost relative to other forms of 

equipment, as well as low operating costs for battery-powered equipment. 

 

ii.             The walkie stackers are suitable for indoor use because they do not emit any emissions and 

due to low energy needs, they produce fewer carbon emissions. 

 

https://jialift.com.au/counterbalance-full-electric-stacker/


iii.            Because of their small scale, walkie stackers allow for better operator visibility and 

manoeuvrability. They are also ideal for small machine shops and storerooms. 

 

iv.           They are made for indoor use and can accommodate loads of all shapes and sizes. 

 

v.             The walkie stackers are ideal for general material handling and job positioning in small and 

congested spaces.  

 

vi.           Other uses for the counterbalanced walkie stacker include industrial applications, bulk 

storage, cold storage, specialty racks, and truck loading and unloading. 

 

vii.          General warehouses, pharmaceuticals, general processing, and cold storage are among the 

industries that use counterbalanced walkie stackers. 

 

viii.         One great thing in operating walkie stackers is that operators don’t need to secure a forklift 

driver’s license to be able to handle one of these. Although familiarization is still crucial before 

jumping in to drive one, worker’s safety should always be the number one priority. 

 

 

Key Takeaways 

Clearly, with the different advantages mentioned above, forklifts and walkie stackers have their 

share of uses suited for the application of each one. For larger enterprises where there would be a 

lot of movement from building to building, it is best to use different types of hydraulic lifts for 

efficient logistics within the company. On the other hand, for transportations done only indoors or 

movements done only within a warehouse, it is perfect to choose a walkie stacker to get the most 

value for the equipment.  


